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Route would include either WSL or ESL scheme development.

The design is illustrative and may be subject to change in later stages of the scheme development.
Route 3 Bored tunnel
Route 4 Bored tunnel
Western Southern Link
Bored tunnel

1. This drawing to be viewed in colour.
2. The design shown is what was issued in the SAR. The exception to this is the bored tunnel alignment which has been changed to a three lane tunnel.
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Legend

- Route 3 Bored tunnel
- Route 4 Bored tunnel
- Western Southern Link Bored tunnel
NOTES

1. For key plan refer to drawing HML-C02MLZZZML-DR-RD-0100.
2. The design shown on these drawings is illustrative and may be subject to change in later stages of the scheme development.
LEGEND - PLAN
- Structure
- Local road diversion

LEGEND - PROFILE
- LTC Vertical Alignment
- Existing ground profile
- Structure location

NOTES
1. For Key Plan refer to drawing HML-C29MLZZZML-DR-RD-0100.
2. The design shown on these drawings is illustrative and may be subject to change in later stages of the scheme development.

ILLUSTRATIVE DESIGN
NOTES

1. For Key Plan refer to drawing HML-CB1MLZZZML-DR-RD-0100.

2. The design shown on these drawings is illustrative and may be subject to change in later stages of the scheme development.

ILLUSTRATIVE DESIGN
1. For key plan refer to drawing HML-C003MLZZZML-DR-RD-0100
2. The design shown on these drawings is illustrative and may be subject to change in later stages of the scheme development.
The design shown on these drawings is illustrative and may be subject to change in later stages of the scheme development.
This map is reproduced from Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the controller of Her Majesty's Stationery Office. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or civil proceedings.

Notes:
1. For key plan refer to drawing HML-CO2MLZZZML-DOR-RD-0100
2. The design shown on these drawings is illustrative and may be subject to change in later stages of the scheme development.
NOTES
1. For key plan refer to drawing HML-CD3MLZZZML-DR-RD-0100
2. The design shown on these drawings is illustrative and may be subject to change in later stages of the scheme development.
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</table>

**Notes:**
1. For key plan refer to drawing HML-CD3MLZGNL-OR-RD-0100
2. The design shown on these drawings is illustrative and may be subject to change in later stages of the scheme development.
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NOTES

1. For key plan refer to drawing HML-CD3MLZZML-DR-RD-0110

2. The design shown is what was issued in the SAR. The exception to this is the bored tunnel alignment which has been changed to a three lane tunnel.
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1. For key plan refer to drawing HML-C03MLZZZN-D0-RD-0100
2. The design shown on these drawings is illustrative and may be subject to change in later stages of the scheme development.
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NOTES

1. For key plan refer to drawing HML-C33MLZZZML-DR-RD-0100
2. The design shown on these drawings is illustrative and may be subject to change in later stages of the scheme development.
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LEGEND - PLAN
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LEGEND - PROFILE

LTC Vertical Alignment
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Structure location

NOTES

1. For key plan refer to drawing HML-CD3MLZZZML-DR-RD-0113.

2. The design shown on these drawings is illustrative and may be subject to change in later stages of the scheme development.
Notes:

1. For key plan refer to drawing HML-C32MLZGNL-OR-RD-0100

2. The design shown on these drawings is illustrative and may be subject to change in later stages of the scheme development.
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1. For key plan refer to drawing HML-CODMLZZZML-DR-RD-0100
2. The design shown on these drawings is illustrative and may be subject to change in later stages of the scheme development.
NOTES

1. For key plan refer to drawing HML-C008LZGML-DR-RD-0100

2. The design shown on these drawings is illustrative and may be subject to change in later stages of the scheme development.
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NOTES

1. For key plan refer to drawing HML-CD3MLZZZML-DR-RD-0100

2. The design shown on these drawings is illustrative and may be subject to change in later stages of the scheme development.
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